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ABSTRACT 
An expansion for the square of the smallest singular value of a matrix is presented. 
The expansion includes second order terms in the perturbation and therefore remains 
accurate when the smallest singular value is zero. 
This paper is a continuation of an earlier note by the author [2]. Let the 
singularvaluesa,,~,,..., up of an n x p matrix X be ordered so that u1 < a, < 
... <a P. Let 6’1 6 4 < . . . < 15~ be the singular values of ff = X + E. In [2] 
we derived perturbation bounds for 6, that show that when u1 B lIEI the 
perturbed singular value 6, behaves quite differently than when u1 = 0( /IElI). 
In this note we shall derive a perturbation expansion for 6, that provides a 
smooth transition between the two cases. The results are useful in deciding 
when a perturbed singular value is negligible [3]. 
There are two difficulties in deriving a perturbation expansion. First, if 
u1 = 0, then 6, is not an analytic function of the elements of E. We shall solve 
this problem by developing an expansion for a;, which is an analytic function 
of E. The second difficulty is that if u1 = 0, then 6, = 0( llEl12). Consequently 
we cannot use standard first order perturbation theory in deriving an expres- 
sion for 6:; we must keep track of the second order terms as well. 
The basic idea is to apply perturbation theory for the symmetric eigen- 
value problem to x%, which has 6: for an eigenvalue. The necessary theory 
is summarized in the following lemma, which follows from results in [l, 
Theorems 4.1 and 4.21. 
LEMMA. In the real symmetric matrix 
a hT 
[ 1 h A 
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has an eigenvector 
[ (a&h]+o(‘2) 
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letaandAbeconstant,andase-+Olet 
llhll = O(e). 
Let d, A, and h satisfy 
16 - aI, Iii% - AJI = O(E) 
and 
Ilh - hll= O(e2). 
If cd - A is nonsingular, then fm all sufficiently mull E the matrix 
d R 
[ 1 6 a (1) 
(2) 
corresponding to the eigenvalue 
ii;+hT(aZ-A)-‘h+0(e3). (3) 
To apply the lemma, we first transform a so that xTx approaches a block 
diagonal matrix. In the notation of [2], let U and V be partitioned in the form 
p-1 “-P 
U=( tt, u, u3 ), 
p-1 
v=( :1 v, ). 
Let 
T 
g12 
G, 
G 32 
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be a conformal partition. Then 
where we have written Z = diag(a,, 2,). We may now state our main result. 
THEOREM. Let 
h = olg,, + U,,. (4 
If ail - Z, is rwn.s@&r, then as IjEll + 0 the matrix (3) has a right singular 
vector of the fm 
(5) 
corresponding to a singular value 6, satisfying 
6: = (q+ yd2+ lk,,l12 + llg,,l12 + hT(a,21 - xi)-‘h + 0(llEl13). (6) 
Proof. Identify the elements of the partitioned cross-product matrix 
(UTXV)‘( UTXV) 
[ 
(o1+ Yd2+ ll&ll12 + ll&1112 WL + gL& + Yd2 + &Gz + a& = 
~lkcl2 + x,&T,, + -r11g12 + Gig,, + Gg31 (x2+ GdT(Z2+ w+g,2td2+ GA2 1 
with the elements of (1). If 
and h is defined by (4), then, with E = II Eli. the conditions of the lemma are 
satisfied. Equations (5) and (6) then follow upon making appropriate substitu- 
tions in (2) and (3). n 
There are four remarks to be made about this theorem. First, when (5) is 
transformed back to the original coordinate system, it gives the useful 
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for the right singular vector corresponding to 19,. 
Second, some of the statements in the theorem may be cast in terms of 
projections. Specifically, let PI, P2, and P3 be the orthogonal projections onto 
the column spaces of ul, U,, and U’. Similarly, let Q1 and Q2 be the 
orthogonal projections onto the column spaces of u1 and V,. Then 
Hence an expression like (al + y11)2 + ~~g2,~~2 + llg31112 can be written 
llfm,l12 + llP2m12 + llP3w1112 = llw1112~ 
Third, if u1 is large compared to E, then the second order terms in (6) will 
become negligible compared with the first order terms, and we have 
6, = 01 + Yll+ O(llEl12) 
= q + ulEu, + 0( llE112) 
= IIm?,ll+ wEl12). 
This is the usual first order perturbation theory result. 
Finally, if u1 = 0, then h = Z,g,,, and 
P( u,zz - ;>- % = - llg21112. 
It follows that 
6: = vl” + llg,,l12 + 0(llEl13) 
= ( @o,)~+ IlQ%l12 + 0(11413) 
= II& + P3)W1112+ 0(llEl13). 
Asymptotically this result is sharper than the one established in [2]. 
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